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Four-quark flux distribution and binding in lattice SU „2…
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The full spatial distribution of the color fields of two and four static quarks is measured in lattice SU~2! field
theory at separations up to 1 fm atb52.4. The four-quark case is equivalent to aqq̄qq̄ system in SU~2! and
is relevant to meson-meson interactions. By subtracting two-body flux tubes from the four-quark distribution
we isolate the flux contribution connected with the four-body binding energy. This contribution is further
studied using a model for the binding energies. Lattice sum rules for two and four quarks are used to verify the
results.@S0556-2821~98!02223-1#

PACS number~s!: 12.38.Gc, 11.15.Ha
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monte Carlo simulations of lattice gauge theory a
among the most powerful tools for investigating no
perturbative phenomena of QCD such as confinement.
potentialV(R) between two static quarks at separationR in
quenched QCD is a simple manifestation of confinement
has been studied intensively. At largeR the potential rises
linearly as predicted by the hadronic string model. One
also measure the spatial distribution of the color fie
around such static quarks in order to get a detailed pictur
the confining flux tube. In Refs.@1,2#, which contain refer-
ences to earlier work, this was done for the ground state
two excited states of the two-quark potential. Transverse
longitudinal profiles of chromoelectric and chromomagne
fields were compared with vibrating string and dual QC
models for the flux tube, with the latter model reproduci
quite well the shape of the energy profile measured o
lattice. Instead of SU~3!, the gauge group used was SU~2!,
which is more manageable with present-day computer
sources and is expected to have very similar features of
finement. This is reflected in the fact that the flux tube mo
els considered do not distinguish between SU~2! and SU~3!
and in the smallNc dependence observed in the spectrum
pure gauge theories@3#.

A more complicated situation is encountered with mu
quark systems, which are abundant in nature and whose
derstanding from first principles, i.e. from QCD, is at pres
very limited. This is mainly due to the failure of perturbatio
theory in this intermediate energy domain and the he
computer requirements for Monte Carlo simulations. T
simplest multi-quark system, this meaning more than a sin
meson or baryon, consists of four quarks and occurs e.g
meson-meson scattering and bound states. Understandin
four-quark interaction would be the first step in derivin
nuclear physics from QCD. Previously, static four quark s
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tems have been extensively simulated in SU~2! lattice gauge
theory and a phenomenological potential model containin
many-body interaction termf has been developed to expla
the observed binding energies@4,5# and references therein
Here binding energies, which have values up to'100 MeV,
meanE42@V2(a)1V2(b)#, whereE4 is the total energy of
four quarks andV2(a)1V2(b) the energy of the lowest ly-
ing pairingsa and b of the quarks. This so-calledf -model
with four independent parameters, and including the effec
excited gluonic states, has been found in Refs.@6,7# to repro-
duce 100 measured energies of the six types of four-b
geometries we have simulated.

In order to gain more insight into the binding of mult
quark systems we now look at the microscopic properties
the color fields around four static quarks. We are not aw
of any serious theoretical model for the fields in this ca
For this first study we treat a geometry where the quarks
at the corners of a square. This geometry was chosen ma
because a simple version of thef -model using only two-
body ground state potentials reproduces the observed bin
energies.

This paper is organised as follows: The method we us
measure the fields is first presented in Sec. II along with
details of our simulation and data analysis techniques.
resulting potentials and binding energies are discusse
Sec. III. These are input for the two- and four-body latti
sum rules presented in Sec. IV which relate the energie
sums over flux distributions and help us to see when
measurement of the latter is accurate. Using the results f
the sum rule check as a guide, flux distributions before a
after subtracting two-body flux tubes from the four qua
distribution are shown in Sec. V. In Set. VI we analyze t
fields using the simplef -model, and Sec. VII contains ou
conclusions.

II. MEASUREMENT METHOD

A. Color fields

The method used to study the color fields on a lattice is
measure the correlation of a plaquetteh[ (1/N)Tr Uh with
the Wilson loopW(R,T) that represents the static quark a
©1998 The American Physical Society04-1
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FIG. 1. Lack of rotational invariance as illustrated by the action density atT53 in the transverse plane at the quark for~a! a two-body
on-axis flux tube with separationR52 and~b! a two-body diagonal tube with separationR52,2.
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antiquark at separationR. When the plaquette is located
t5T/2 in them-n plane, the following expression isolates,
the limit T→`, the contribution of the color field at positio
r :

f R
mn~r !5F ^W~R,T!h r

mn&2^W~R,T!&^hmn&

^W~R,T!& G . ~2.1!

Here ^h& is taken in the gauge vacuum. Like all the oth
expectation values, it is averaged over all lattice sites.

In the naive continuum limit these contributions are
lated to the mean squared fluctuation of the Minkowski co
fields by

f R
i j ~r !→2

a4

b
Bk

2~r !

with i , j , k cyclic and f R
i4~r !→

a4

b
Ei

2~r !.

~2.2!

The squares of the longitudinal and transverse electric
magnetic fields are identified as as

Ex5 f 41, Ey5 f 42, Ez5 f 43,
~2.3!

Bx5 f 23, By5 f 31, Bz5 f 12,

where the indices 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the directi
x,y,z,t.

These can then be combined naively to give the ac
density

S~r !5(
i

~Ei1Bi ! ~2.4!

and the energy density
01450
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E~r !5(
i

~Ei2Bi ! ~2.5!

of the gluon field.
In the special case of two quarks lying on the same lat

axis, chosen here as thex-axis, we can identify the squares o
the longitudinal and transverse electric and magnetic fie
as

EL5Ex , ET5Ey,z and BL5Bx , BT5By,z .
~2.6!

Because the lattice breaks rotational symmetry, the fie
were measured everywhere in space instead of only on
transverse lattice axis as in previous simulations. In Sec
the flux tubes for quarks at the opposite corners of a squ
are also needed. However, assuming rotational invaria
and interpolating on-axis results to off-axis~diagonal! points
would introduce some error into the subtraction of two-bo
distributions from the four-body ones and render the res
less reliable. The measured lack of rotational invariance o
R52 on-axis flux tube is illustrated in Fig. 1~a! for the ac-
tion density atT53 in the transverse plane through a col
source~i.e. at the quark!. The contour lines are drawn usin
interpolation in units of GeV/fm3. These values in physica
units are obtained by scaling the dimensionless lattice va
by b/a4, which equals'2418 GeV/fm3 in this case. In Fig.
1~a! the rotational invariance is seen to be good except at
shortest distances; e.g., the value of the action densit
point ~1,1! is achieved on-axis at a distance some 15
longer, while the~2,2! value is achieved at about the sam
distance.

A similar plot for the corresponding off-axis tube
shown in Fig. 1~b!. Because of the diagonal orientation
the tube on the lattice, the lattice spacings in the figure
different in the horizontal and vertical directions; on the ho
zontal axis they are& times the normal lattice spacing o
the vertical axis. This is because the direction perpendic
4-2
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FIG. 2. Area used for flux distribution measurement in the~a! on-axis,~b! diagonal and~c! four-quark cases. The quarks are placed
R58.
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to the line connecting the diagonal quarks, and in the sa
plane as the quarks, is also diagonal on the lattice. For
off-axis situation the lack of rotational invariance seems
persist to longer distances. For example, the value marke
the outermost contour line at a distance ofA10 is obtained at
a distance about 10% longer on the horizontal axis. T
suggests that significant error can be introduced if an on-
flux tube is interpolated to an off-axis situation, or an o
axis tube is measured only on the transverse lattice axis

The parts of the fields symmetrical with respect to t
quarks were averaged in the measurement. For the two-b
on-axis case this meant 16-fold averaging; each transv
plane has 8-fold symmetry, and the transverse planes
equal distance from the center of the quarks are the sam
the case of an off-axis flux tube the symmetry is only 8-fo
due to the different lattice spacings in the two directions. F
four quarks at the corners of the square we again have
fold symmetry; the quark plane is divided into eight sym
metrical parts, and the parts above and below this plane
the same.

The quark distances we measured wereR52,4,6,8. For
all these values, the energy and flux distribution measu
ment was performed for
~a! two quarks on a lattice axis separated byR lattice units,
~b! two quarks on an axis diagonal with respect to the latt
axis and separated by&R units and
~c! four quarks at the corners of a square with side lengthR.

Figure 2 shows the measured areas in these three cas
the on-axis case the microscopically measured volume c
sisted of 7 transverse planes at zero to six lattice units a
from the center point in between the quarks, each coverin
636 area with the region above the diagonal line remov
because of symmetry. For the diagonal case 12~diagonal!
transverse planes of size 436, starting 6& lattice units
away from the center point, were measured. In the fo
quark case we had 7 planes parallel to the quark plane
zero to six units outside it, each covering a 939 area with
the region above the diagonal line again removed. For
smallerR52 system only 5, 8 planes were included in t
on-axis and diagonal cases respectively, while in the fo
quark case each plane covered only a 737 area.
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In addition to extracting the detailed structure of the co
fields in space, there is also interest, when discussing
rules, in the integrated values of these fields. Therefore
added the contributions from all measured points to get th
integrated values. This is referred to as ‘‘sum 1’’ in Sec.
of this paper. In the simulations we also calculated the c
relation of the total sum of all plaquettes on the lattice a
the Wilson loop, and this will be referred to as ‘‘sum 2
below. The latter sum, therefore, includes a much larger v
ume than sum 1 and so should be a more realistic estim
However, its error is expected to be larger due to the lar
number of points.

B. Lattice operators for quarks

To explore the color fields around static quarks we ne
to find efficient lattice operators to represent the creation
destruction of the quarks. Here ‘‘efficient’’ means that t
operators have a large overlap with the state we wan
study and a small overlap with other states. We use the s
approach as previously when such operators were c
structed for the measurement of the energies of two-
four-body systems. Each spatial link on the lattice is fuzz
i.e. replaced by a normalized sum ofc times the link itself
plus the surrounding four spatial U-bends or ‘‘staples.’’ P
vious experience shows thatc54 is suitable. This is per-
formed iteratively a number of times~the fuzzing level! until
the operator is efficient—see Ref.@8# for a detailed descrip-
tion of this procedure.

By performing the measurements on lattices with diffe
ent levels of fuzzing we obtain a variational basis, which
important for the minimization of the excited state contam
nation to the ground state signal. As we do not need inf
mation on the first excited two-body state with the sa
symmetry as the ground state, we are not worried by the
that this second state, which we obtain after diagonaliz
our basis, also contains sizable effects from the higher
cited states as it effectively shields the ground state from
much contamination. The first excited state (A1g8 ) with
ground-state symmetry has been studied in Ref.@2# using a
three-state basis.
4-3
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P. PENNANEN, A. M. GREEN, AND C. MICHAEL PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 014504
In the two quark case we initially used fuzzing levels
and 13. This choice gives good estimates of all 2-quark
ergies, even for theR58 off-axis quark pair of length
8&—the largest quark separation for the geometries con
ered. However, for the 2-quark flux tube profiles a probl
emerged for this longest diagonal tube. At the midpoint
the tube the profile exhibited a valley—a feature not seen
any of the shorter tubes. This apparently arises since
operator representing the diagonal flux tube is construc
from two L-shaped paths and our highest fuzzing level
was apparently not able to adequately reach the center o
L-shaped paths with side length 8 atT53,4—for higherT’s
no useful signal was obtained. Changing the higher fuzz
level from 13 to 40 in a test run somewhat alleviated
problem, but our estimate of excited state contamination
culated from the energies and presented below in Table II
Sec. III did not show a significant decrease with this chan
in the fuzzing level. This further highlights how the ina
equacy of the variational basis was only visible in the fl
distribution and not in the energies; i.e., variational pr
ciples can give good energies but poor wave functions.

Unfortunately this change of fuzzing levels was still n
enough to get a realistic signal in all cases forR58. This
would have required using a variational basis where
paths to be fuzzed were not simply L-shaped but close
diagonal in shape. Therefore, in the following, we did n
use theR58. ForR56 the transverse shape of the action
the diagonal flux tube was qualitatively correct, but even
it was still some 30% lower in the middle than expected fro
the on-axis result.

For the case of four quarks the variational basis is
tained from the different ways to pair the four quarks, sho
in Fig. 3, all at the same fuzzing level. ForR52,4,8 ~6! we
used fuzzing level 13~40!. With three basis states in hand w
might have obtained better information on the first exci
state, whose wave function is essentially (uA&2uB&)/&.
However, for the ground state@basically (uA&1uB&)/&# the
two and three basis state results are identical as was fo
earlier for the energies@4#. Thus we used only two basi
statesA,B in most of the runs.

C. Variance reduction

As there are many observables, each involving delic
cancellations, getting a good signal requires a large amo
of computer time. One way to achieve this more easily is
so-called multihit or link integration method@9#, where the
statistical fluctuation of links in the Wilson loops is reduc
by replacing the links by their thermal average. For calcu

FIG. 3. Three ways to pair four quarks in the case of two colo
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ing the expectation value of the linkUnmW we only need to
consider the part of the action involving this link—for th
usual Wilson action, which uses just the plaquette opera
this is the sumW of the six U-bends~staples! surrounding
the link. In the case of SU~2! it can be shown that

^UnmW &5
*dUnmW UnmW e2 ~1/N! b Tr~UW†!

*dUnmW e2 ~1/N! b Tr~UW†!
5

1

d

I 2~bd!

I 1~bd!
W,

d5det W, ~2.7!

where theI n’s are modified Bessel functions@10#. Their val-
ues were integrated numerically and stored as an arra
5000 points, the values given by analytical integration diff
ing in the 7th or 8th decimal place. Using denser arrays
not change the Wilson loop correlations to an accuracy o
decimal places. The expectation value of a link is a r
number times an SU~2! matrix, and the real numbers have
be stored for calculating correlations. The multi-hit alg
rithm cannot be used concurrently for links which are sid
of the same plaquette, as the surrounding staples are
fixed.

In our case we used multihit only on the time-like links
the Wilson loops. It is also possible to multihit all links o
the Wilson loop and also the plaquette, but then the al
rithm needs to be modified with several exceptions to av

.

TABLE I. Error reduction with multihit for potentials and flux
in the center ofR54,8 flux tubes with fuzz levels 0,16,40. Error
are scaled to 1000 measurements.

Error
Observable Without With Reduction

Potential,R54, T53 0.19% 0.19% 0.99
Potential,R54, T54 0.22% 0.22% 1.00
Potential,R58, T53 0.34% 0.33% 0.98
Potential,R58, T54 0.56% 0.52% 0.93
Action, R54, T53 1.19% 0.73% 0.61
Energy,R54, T53 2.21% 1.59% 0.72
Action, R54, T54 1.63% 1.02% 0.63
Energy,R54, T54 1.94% 1.30% 0.67
Action, R58, T53 3.70% 2.91% 0.79
Energy,R58, T53 6.68% 6.30% 0.94
Action, R58, T54 6.38% 4.89% 0.77
Energy,R58, T54 8.02% 6.72% 0.84

TABLE II. Error reduction with multihit and error reduction fo
a different variational basis, all for the same number of measu
ments~see text!.

Basis Time

Average error

Ratio
Average

of reductionsWithout With

0 16 40 7803 s 3.97% 3.18% 0.80 0.75
2 13 4108 s 4.81% 3.70% 0.77 0.78
Ratio 0.52 0.83 0.86
4-4
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FOUR-QUARK FLUX DISTRIBUTION AND BINDING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 59 014504
the problem just mentioned; this is discussed in Ref.@11#.
The variance reduction we observe is presented in Table
fuzzing levels 0,16,40, the results for levels 2,13 being si
lar. These test runs used a 163332 lattice. As expected, th
observed error reduction increases with time separation
more links are then multi-hit. The reduction is also larg
when the observables involve delicate cancellations; the
ror in the flux distributions calculated using Eq.~2.1! is re-
duced more than the error in the Wilson loop. In fact, as s
in the first four rows of the table, for the latter the effect
negligible. A rough estimate given in Ref.@12# of the error
reduction for an unfuzzed Wilson loop by a factor of (0.8n

with n links multihit, giving 0.26 forT53 and 0.17 forT
54, is seen to be larger than what we observe for poten
obtained by diagonalizing a basis consisting of fuzzed loo

An interesting question is the effect on the errors of mu
hit versus the choice of the variational basis. This is co
pared in Table II for the flux observables presented in the
eight rows of Table I. In Table II ‘‘average error’’ refers t
the average of the errors on the flux distribution measu
ments in Table I~and the corresponding one for fuzz leve
2,13!. The error reduction is calculated both as the ratio
the average error with or without multihit and as the avera
of the error reductions of the field measurements in Tabl
The bottom row shows for the two choices of fuzzing lev
the ratios of the time consumptions and the average err
The choice of the variational basis can be seen to red
errors by a magnitude comparable to the multi-hit algorith
Switching off the use of multi-hit for the fuzzing level 2,1
case leads to a reduction in computing time by a factor
0.90. This means that not using multi-hit on the time-links
the Wilson loop takes, in this case, 50% more comput
time to achieve the same accuracy. This is a significant s
ing, but not as large as we first hoped would be achieve

When the fields at or next to the color sources are m
sured, the plaquette touches the Wilson loop. In this case
cannot have any common link multihit in the Wilson loo

TABLE III. Excited state contamination as measured byh. t
51 ~a! refers to values calculated usingT51,2 energies,t51 ~b!
to values usingT53,4 energies.

R t51 ~a! t51 ~b! t51.5 t52

Fuzz levels 2 and 13
Two-body 2 0.024 0.039 0.013 0.007

4 0.065 0.071 0.030 0.019
8 0.138 0.093 0.048 0.034
2,2 0.035 0.048 0.015 0.009
4,4 0.074 0.058 0.024 0.015
8,8 0.273 0.078 0.051 0.039

Fuzz levels 2 and 40
Two-body 4 0.079 0.105 0.038 0.028

6 0.085 0.138 0.049 0.030
8 0.159 0.155 0.061 0.051
4,4 0.094 0.098 0.037 0.025
6,6 0.113 0.107 0.043 0.025
8,8 0.227 0.104 0.046 0.040
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and not multihit in the plaquette, as then we would use t
different values of the same link in the same observab
Therefore, for correct measurements of the quark s
energies, which involve these links, we need to store v
sions of the Wilson loops with the appropriate links not m
tihit. Neglecting this complication has resulted in erroneo
measurements at the color sources in previous works@13#.

Previously, a group in Wuppertal measured four-qua
flux distributions in SU~2! ~unpublished and private commu
nication!. They employed a higherb value and used large
lattices. However, their work is less suited for understand
the binding as the multihit algorithm was not switched o
when a plaquette touched the Wilson loop, leading to un
liable self-energy measurements as discussed above. In
tion, their diagonal flux tube was not measured directly,
instead the results for the on-axis tube, measured only on
transverse axis and not in full space, were interpolated to
off-axis situation. Also, no variational basis was employ
for determining the two-body ground state. In view of th
problem with our variational basis for the diagonal pat
mentioned above it is not clear if the interpolation from t
on-axis case does indeed produce worse results for the d
onal tube for largeR’s.

D. Details of the simulation and analysis

The correlations in Eq.~2.1! were measured on a 203

332 lattice with maximal time separation of the Wilso
loops set to six lattice spacings. We averaged over all p
tions and orientations of the loops to improve statistics. T
measurements were separated by one heat bath and
over-relaxation sweeps. Each measurement generated 4
of data and consumed 90 min of CPU time on a Cray C
vector supercomputer. Sixteen or eight measurements w
averaged into one block forR52,4 andR56,8 respectively,
and 28 of these blocks were used for the final analysis. Th
the errors were estimated by using 100 bootstrap sample

III. ENERGIES AND EXCITED STATE CONTAMINATION

The observed two-body potentials and four-quark bind
energies, presented below in Tables IV–VI, agree with p
vious results@4# references therein.

Since we use plaquettes in the middle of fuzzed Wils
loops in the time direction, we would like to know the e
cited state contamination att5T/2. To estimate this
contamination we use the method introduced for two-bo
potentials in Ref.@14#. From the Wilson loop ratios a
each R-value, we define the effective two-body potenti
V(T)52 ln@W(T)/W(T21)#, since its rate of approach to
plateau asT→` enables us to estimate the excited st
contamination to the ground state. A measure of this c
tamination is defined as

h~ t !5
c1

c0
e2~V12V0!t, ~3.1!

which should be!1. HereV0 is the ground state potentia
V1 the potential of the first excited state with the same sy
metry, and theci ’s come from expanding a link operator th
4-5
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TABLE IV. Measured energies and energy sums for two quarks~see text!.

R Observable T52 T53 T54

Two-body 2 Potential 0.56347~41! 0.56246~47! 0.56217~51!

Sum 1 0.4307~36! 0.4668~44! 0.4504~54!

Sum 2 0.443~17! 0.490~24! 0.487~32!

2,2 Potential 0.67123~79! 0.66954~97! 0.6689~11!

Sum 1 0.5216~77! 0.574~10! 0.548~12!

Sum 2 0.540~28! 0.610~42! 0.601~57!

4 Potential 0.78314~55! 0.77806~71! 0.77594~85!

Sum 1 0.6057~92! 0.685~14! 0.657~17!

Sum 2 0.640~26! 0.740~41! 0.692~49!

4,4 Potential 0.9267~10! 0.9178~13! 0.9144~15!

Sum 1 0.687~25! 0.822~37! 0.771~50!

Sum 2 0.759~57! 0.913~76! 0.914~15!

6 Potential 0.9454~16! 0.9368~18! 0.9336~20!

Sum 1 0.730~30! 0.832~52! 0.828~77!

Sum 2 0.780~81! 0.90~12! 0.86~17!

6,6 Potential 1.1567~32! 1.1346~32! 1.1268~39!

Sum 1 0.961~74! 1.08~12! 1.07~16!

Sum 2 1.01~17! 1.06~26! 0.86~36!

8 Potential 1.1293~15! 1.1077~22! 1.0968~34!

Sum 1 0.874~50! 1.008~65! 0.92~13!

Sum 2 0.88~10! 1.16~21! 1.19~30!

8,8 Potential 1.5829~34! 1.4893~54! 1.4343~87!

Sum 1 1.15~11! 1.29~23! 0.85~49!

Sum 2 1.30~22! 1.31~50! 20.15(95)

TABLE V. Measured energies and energy sums for four quarks.

R Observable T52 T53 T54

Four-body 2 Energy 1.06879~76! 1.06602~85! 1.06537~91!

Sum 1 0.815~10! 0.882~14! 0.858~18!

Sum 2 0.835~32! 0.927~46! 0.925~64!

4 Energy 1.5111~11! 1.5030~14! 1.4996~16!

Sum 1 1.161~32! 1.375~45! 1.323~54!

Sum 2 1.208~56! 1.423~71! 1.390~92!

6 Energy 1.8613~39! 1.8387~43! 1.8338~65!

Sum 1 1.38~10! 1.72~18! 1.62~41!

Sum 2 1.37~19! 1.46~31! 1.00~60!

8 Energy 2.2421~29! 2.1953~56! 2.177~18!

Sum 1 1.71~14! 1.77~46! 3.4~1.2!
Sum 2 1.61~22! 1.66~75! 2.7~1.6!

Four-body 2 Energy 1.2706~11! 1.2650~13! 1.2638~12!

1st excited Sum 1 0.974~12! 1.074~21! 1.037~30!

state Sum 2 0.991~40! 1.094~65! 1.078~87!

4 Energy 1.6630~10! 1.6503~16! 1.6445~24!

Sum 1 1.305~31! 1.439~59! 1.23~11!

Sum 2 1.396~50! 1.62~10! 1.41~15!

6 Energy 1.9542~32! 1.9255~40! 1.91389~45!

Sum 1 1.495~96! 1.78~20! 2.02~44!

Sum 2 1.63~17! 2.08~38! 2.60~72!
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TABLE VI. Differences of measured energies and energy sums~see text!.

R Observable T52 T53 T54

Two-body 2-2,2 Potential 20.10775(38) 20.10708(50) 20.10672(59)
Sum 1 20.0910(44) 20.1072(64) 20.0974(85)
Sum 2 20.097(12) 20.120(19) 20.114(27)

4-4,4 Potential 20.14359(48) 20.13978(65) 20.13846(76)
Sum 1 20.082(18) 20.136(26) 20.114(38)
Sum 2 20.118(33) 20.173(40) 20.173(51)

6-6,6 Potential 20.2113(17) 20.1978(17) 20.1932(26)
Sum 1 20.231(50) 20.250(91) 20.24(11)
Sum 2 20.229(92) 20.17(15) 20.0(2)

8-8,8 Potential 20.4536(21) 20.3817(36) 20.3375(71)
Sum 1 20.271(77) 20.28(20) 0.07~42!

Sum 2 20.42(15) 20.16(36) 21.3(8)
Four-body 2 Energy 20.05816(6) 20.05889(10) 20.05897(13)
Binding Sum 1 20.0467(41) 20.0511(74) 20.0424(99)

Sum 2 20.0504(29) 20.0543(67) 20.0492(82)
4 Energy 20.05521(9) 20.05309(27) 20.05229(44)

Sum 1 20.051(18) 0.004~33! 0.009~42!

Sum 2 20.073(12) 20.056(40) 0.00~6!

6 Energy 20.02957(93) 20.0348(13) 20.0335(37)
Sum 1 20.080(58) 0.06~12! 20.04(34)
Sum 2 20.19(7) 20.33(16) 20.73(53)

8 Energy 20.01662(95) 20.0201(33) 20.016(16)
Sum 1 20.034(67) 20.25(41) 1.5~1.0!
Sum 2 20.14(11) 20.65(53) 0.3~1.6!

Four-body 2 Energy 0.14363~30! 0.14007~41! 0.13946~58!

1st excited Sum 1 0.1125~61! 0.141~14! 0.136~22!

state Sum 2 0.1057~98! 0.113~26! 0.104~37!

4 Energy 0.09670~23! 0.09416~43! 0.0926~12!

Sum 1 0.094~18! 0.069~38! 20.089(94)
Sum 2 0.115~23! 0.139~54! 0.03~10!

6 Energy 0.06329~53! 0.0519~15! 0.0466~36!

Sum 1 0.034~53! 0.12~14! 0.37~42!

Sum 2 0.074~64! 0.29~26! 0.88~59!
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represents the creation or annihilation of two quarks at se
ration R as uR&5c0uV0&1c1uV1&1¯ in terms of transfer
matrix eigenstates. In practiceh is calculated from

uh~ t5T/2!u'
l

l21
AV~T21!2V~T!

5l
V~T21!2V~T→`!

AV~T21!2V~T!
. ~3.2!

Here theT→` extrapolated potential is defined as

V~T→`![V~T!2l
V~T21!2V~T!

12l
, l[e2~V12V0!.

Table III shows the excited state contamination for t
ground state of the two-body potential. The contamination
t51 is calculated both fromT51,2 andT53,4, the differ-
ence in the values reflecting the error in our estimates.
01450
a-

t

The contamination in the flux atT is measured byh(T/2),
which should be small~e.g. ,0.1!. This suggests problem
in the R58 case, as already discussed in Sec. II B. In t
case forT54 the contamination is smaller, but the signal
then too noisy. In general, the consistency of results at la
T’s suggests that the effect from excited states is negligi

IV. SUM RULES FOR FOUR STATIC QUARKS

When a plaquette is used to probe the color flux with
Wilson gauge action, exact identities can be derived for
integrals over all space of the flux distributions. These s
rules@15,16# relate spatial sums of the color fields measur
using Eq.~2.1! to the energies of the system via generaliz
b-functions, which show how the bare couplings of t
theory vary with the generalized lattice spacingsam in four
directions. One can think of the sum rules as providing
appropriate anomalous dimension for the color flux sum
This normalizes the color flux and provides a guide for co
4-7
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TABLE VII. Zero sum rule~see text!.

R Observable T52 T53 T54

Two-body 2 Sum 1 0.2947~55! 0.3037~73! 0.2817~88!

Sum 2 0.282~15! 0.282~22! 0.252~29!

4 Sum 1 0.3239~84! 0.339~12! 0.298~19!

Sum 2 0.331~17! 0.340~26! 0.246~34!

6 Sum 1 0.271~25! 0.319~42! 0.394~79!

Sum 2 0.295~79! 0.49~11! 0.85~18!

8 Sum 1 0.468~46! 0.416~65! 0.34~12!

Sum 2 0.530~98! 0.64~21! 0.66~34!

2,2 Sum 1 0.1490~63! 0.1479~86! 0.121~11!

Sum 2 0.138~15! 0.129~23! 0.096~30!

4,4 Sum 1 0.1845~96! 0.216~16! 0.177~26!

Sum 2 0.181~21! 0.185~27! 0.128~41!

6,6 Sum 1 0.139~36! 0.198~76! 0.35~11!

Sum 2 0.126~75! 0.27~13! 0.59~23!

8,8 Sum 1 0.266~79! 0.41~13! 0.34~53!

Sum 2 0.36~13! 0.70~25! 20.05(97)
Four-body 2 Sum 1 0.2640~64! 0.2832~85! 0.2685~98!

Sum 2 0.255~14! 0.270~21! 0.256~26!

4 Sum 1 0.285~14! 0.330~19! 0.263~32!

Sum 2 0.292~22! 0.325~38! 0.197~60!

6 Sum 1 0.165~60! 0.33~11! 0.58~25!

Sum 2 0.12~11! 0.38~19! 1.05~38!

8 Sum 1 0.370~95! 0.65~25! 0.98~74!

Sum 2 0.43~16! 0.87~55! 2.2~1.5!

TABLE VIII. Zero sum rule after subtraction~see text!.

R Observable T52 T53 T54

Two-body 4-2 Sum 1 0.029~86! 0.036~13! 0.016~17!

Sum 2 0.049~23! 0.059~36! 20.007(41)
6-2 Sum 1 20.024(27) 0.015~43! 0.113~79!

Sum 2 0.013~79! 0.021~11! 0.60~18!

8-2 Sum 1 0.173~46! 0.112~66! 0.06~12!

Sum 2 0.249~97! 0.36~21! 0.41~35!

6-4 Sum 1 20.053(26) 20.020(35) 0.096~77!

Sum 2 20.036(84) 0.15~11! 0.61~18!

8-4 Sum 1 0.144~46! 0.077~68! 0.04~12!

Sum 2 0.20~10! 0.30~21! 0.31~35!

8-6 Sum 1 0.197~49! 0.097~78! 20.06(14)
Sum 2 0.24~12! 0.15~22! 20.19(36)

Four-body 2-2,2 Sum 1 20.0341(73) 20.013(11) 0.026~14!

Sum 2 20.020(17) 0.013~26! 0.065~37!

4-4,4 Sum 1 20.084(13) 20.101(29) 20.090(49)
Sum 2 20.070(31) 20.045(50) 20.059(73)

6-6,6 Sum 1 20.114(39) 20.07(12) 20.12(21)
Sum 2 20.138(85) 20.16(23) 20.14(47)

8-8,8 Sum 1 20.16(13) 20.18(29) 0.3~1.3!
Sum 2 20.30(20) 20.52(54) 2.3~2.3!
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FIG. 4. Two-quark action density atT53 for ~a! R52, ~b! R54, ~c! R56 and~d! R58. The units of isosurfaces are GeV/fm3.
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paring color flux distributions measured at differe
a-values. The full set of sum rules@16# allows these gener
alized b-functions to be determined at just oneb-value
@2,14# and references therein. It should be added that
consideration of an anisotropic lattice is only for thederiva-
tion of the sum rules. After that theai→a limits are used in
the rest of the paper.

A starting point for the sum rules is the identity

2
dE

db
5 K 1U( hU1L 2 K 0U( hU0L 5( h120 , ~4.1!

derived in Ref.@15#, which holds for ground-state energiesE
obtained from the correlation of Wilson loops in the limit
large time separation. In Eq.~4.1! the symbol h is the
plaquette action (1/N)Tr Uh which is summed over al
plaquettes in a time slice, and the subscript 120 refers to the
difference of this sum in a state containing the observa
system~1! and in the vacuum~0!. For potentials between
01450
e

le

static sources the energyE includes an unphysical lattice
self-energy contribution which diverges in the continuu
limit.

These relations can be trivially extended to the case
four static quarks. For a general configuration of four qua
the dimensionless energyE(X,Y,Z,b) is a function of the
couplingb multiplying the plaquette action and distances
lattice unitsX,Y,Z with physical lengths beingx5Xa, y
5Ya, z5Za, wherea is the lattice spacing. To remove th
b-derivative from Eq.~4.1! we need to use the independen
of a physical energyEp /a of a asa→0 whenx,y,z are kept
constant. That is, combining

05
dEp@x,y,z,b~a!#/a

da U
x,y,z

52
Ep

a22
X

a2

]Ep

]X U
Y,Z

2
Y

a2

]Ep

]Y U
X,Z

2
Z

a2

]Ep

]Z U
X,Y

1
1

a

db

da

]E

]bU
X,Y,Z

~4.2!
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4 but for the energy density@as in Eq.~4.5!#.
en
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with Eq. ~4.1! we get

E~x,y,z!1
]E

] ln X
1

]E

] ln Y
1

]E

] ln Z
1E0

52
db

d ln a ( h120 , ~4.3!

where, unlike the physical energy,E0 is a contribution from
the unphysical self-energy that depends onb and is not in-
dependent ofa in the continuum limit.

In the general case there are lattice spacingsai for all four
directionsi 51,...,4, and couplingsb i j , i . j , for all 6 ori-
entations of a plaquette. As in Sec. II, plaquettes with ori
tation 41,42,43,23,31,12 are labelled withEx ,Ey ,Ez ,Bx ,By ,
Bz respectively. In the special case when the lattice spac
in different directions are the same, i.e.ai5a for all i , de-
rivatives of the couplings with respect to the lattice spacin
fall into two classes
01450
-

gs

s

]b i j

] ln ak
5S if k5 i or j and

]b i j

] ln ak
5U if kÞ i or j . ~4.4!

Using these equations and the invariance
(1/a0) Ep@X,Y,Z,b i j (ak)# with respect to a0 , ax , ay ,
az—in analogy with Eq.~4.2!—we get

E1E0
052( @S~Ex1Ey1Ez!1U~Bz1By1Bx!#

~4.5!

X
]E

]X
1E0

X52( @SEx1UEy1UEz1SBz1SBy1UBx#

~4.6!

Y
]E

]Y
1E0

Y52( @UEx1SEy1UEz1SBz1UBy1SBx#

~4.7!
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FIG. 6. Four-quark action density atT53 in the plane where the quarks lie at the corners of a square with sides of length~a! R52, ~b!
R54, ~c! R56 and~d! R58.
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Z
]E

]Z
1E0

Z52( @UEx1UEy1SEz1UBz1SBy1SBx#.

~4.8!

As for the E0 in Eq. ~4.3!, the E0
i ’s on the left-hand side

~LHS! of these equations are self-energy contributions in
pendent ofX,Y,Z. Because of the isotropic nature of th
self-energies, we expectE0

X5E0
Y5E0

Y . The negative sign on
the RHS arises from our sign convention for the plaquette
the case of a planar geometry, such as the square we are
measuring, there is no extent in the direction perpendic
to the plane. If we choose this direction to bez, then Eq.
~4.8! only has a self-energy term on the LHS.

In Ref. @2# the generalizedb-functions b[]b/] ln a
52(S1U) and f [(U2S)/(2b) were determined from two
body potentials and flux distributions using sum rules. Fr
the best estimates ofb50.312(15) andf 50.65(1) at b
52.4 we getS521.638(25),U51.482(25) for Eqs.~4.5!–
~4.8!. Therefore, using the results for self-energies and s
actions from Ref.@2#, we get E0

050.14(5)—a number of
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interest when discussing Tables IV, V. With these values
hand we can use the above sum rules as a check on our
distribution measurement.

Tables IV, V show the observed energies and correspo
ing energy sums for two and four quarks, respectively. H
‘‘sum 1’’ means a sum over our microscopic measureme
of the flux distribution, whereas ‘‘sum 2’’ denotes the corr
lation between the sum of all the plaquettes on the lattice
the Wilson loop~s!. When our estimate ofE0

0 (2E0
0) is added

to the two- ~four-! body energies, the energy sums can
seen to agree with the observed energies especially foT
52.

The termE0
0 can be removed by considering differenc

of flux-distributions, since then the self-energies cancel. H
we consider two such differences to be used later for a mo
of the binding energies: ~a! diagonal flux tubes subtracte
from one-half times the flux tubes along the sides
@F(AB)2F(C)# in Eq. ~6.7! below—and~b! one-half times
the flux tubes along the sides of the square subtracted f
the four-body distribution—FB(4) in Eq. ~6.7!. These are
4-11
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6 but in the plane perpendicular to the square bounded by the quarks and passing through both the center of
and the mid-points of opposite sides of the square.
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shown in Table VI. In the first rows the differences of dia
onal and on-axis potentialsV(R)2V(R,R) are compared to
the difference of corresponding energy sums 1 and 2
Table IV. The last rows contain four-body binding energ
with a similar comparison. The agreement of these sums
the corresponding energy differences suggests the cor
ness of our flux distribution measurement and subtractio
and proper cancellation of the self-energy distributions. O
might expect the agreement of sum 2 with the energies to
slightly better than that of sum 1, since the area of our
croscopic measurement always leaves a small tail-end o
signal unmeasured. In practice larger errors on sum 2 o
come this benefit in many cases. All the errors in these ta
are from a bootstrap analysis.

We use Table VI as a guide in the following for choosi
the bestT value at which to look at the flux distributio
measurement. TheR54,6,8 four-body binding energies an
corresponding flux sums agree much better atT52 than at
higherT’s, where the large errors make the signal often c
sistent with zero. Therefore we useT52 for theseR’s and
T53 for R52.

The sum rules in Eqs.~4.7!, ~4.8! can also be used a
checks of the measurements if the system has no exte
the y,z directions, respectively. In the case of two on-a
quarks we average the transverse directionsy,z so that we
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get a radial and an azimuthal component. Therefore we h
to add Eqs.~4.7!, ~4.8! to get a zero sum rule. For the two
body diagonal and four-body cases we directly use Eq.~4.8!.
Results are shown in Table VII, from where we can see t
E0

Y1E0
Z50.31(2) using theR52,4 on-axis values andE0

Z

50.15(1) using R52,4 diagonal and four-body values
These estimates agree with the expectationE0

X5E0
Y5E0

Z .
However, we are not aware of a reason forE0

0 to be consis-
tent with these as seems to be observed. In Table VIII
have subtracted sums of different observables to cancel t
constant contributions. The ‘‘two-body’’ part of the tab
shows on-axis two-body tubes subtracted from each ot
and the ‘‘four-body’’ part has off-axis tubes subtracted fro
the four-body distribution because the sum rule for the o
axis and four-quark cases is the same. This results in can
lations by an order of magnitude, leaving sums that are
most cases, consistent with zero.

The limit T→` will always isolate the ground state con
tribution, but largeT values give large errors. However, th
variational approach we use allows an accurate signal to
obtained from smallT values as the excited state contrib
tion to the ground state signal is to a large extent remov
The remaining excited state contamination can be meas
with h as discussed in Sec. III. For two-body cases the val
4-12
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6 but in the plane perpendicular to the square bounded by the quarks and passing through both the center of
and two quarks at the ends of one of its diagonals.
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of h are shown in Table III, and can be seen to be reason
small (h&1) also for measurements atT52, corresponding
to t51. This is reflected in the two-body energies in Tab
IV, where the change fromT52 to T53, while being larger
than the statistical errors, is very small—less than 1% for
on-axis cases up toR56 that are used to calculate the fou
body binding energies. The change betweenT52,3 in the
four-body ground state energies in Table V is of simi
magnitude, while for the binding energies with much sma
values in Table VI they are still rather small~1–4 %! for R
52,4 and quite large~15%! for R56, for which the statisti-
cal error is also much larger. However, for the energy su
in Table VI the changes betweenT52,3 are much more
significant as mentioned above—the signal on the sum o
the binding distribution is already lost atT53 for R54,6.
Thus, in the case of distributions corresponding to the bi
ing energy of four quarks the sum rule checks confirm t
we, indeed, have a good signal already atT52 in most
cases.
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V. COLOR FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS

The ground-stateenergiesof four quarks in a square ge
ometry are the same when two~A,B! or three~A,B,C! basis
states are used@4#. Since we did not know if this was true
also for the ground state of thecolor fields, we initially
started simulating with all three basis states. Another rea
for this was an attempt to get a signal for the first excit
state of four quarks. It was then found that, as for the grou
state energy, the color field ground state was the same fo
two and three basis states. Therefore we carried out m
simulations with only two basis states.

We have visualized the spatial distribution of the co
fields for two and four quarks using successive transpa
isosurfaces, whose color gives the relative error.1 The color

1These color figures in GIF and EPS formats are available
WWW at http://www.physics.helsinki.fi/˜ppennane/pics/.
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6 but for the energy.
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field combinations corresponding to the action, energy
the energy sum of Eq.~4.5! are shown. The distribution
around four quarks—to be discussed later—is shown be
and after subtracting the flux tubes along the sides of
square.

As discussed in Sec. IV, theSE1UB combination of the
color fields in Eq.~4.5! corresponds to the distribution of th
measured energy of the system. An observable easier to
sure ~involving one less delicate cancellation! is the action
E1B. Below we will present both the energy@Eq. ~4.5!# and
the action distributions by choosing various slices cutt
through the different spatial distributions.

A. Two quarks

For comparison with the four-quark distributions belo
the action distribution around two quarks on a lattice axis
presented in Fig. 4 and the energy@as in Eq.~4.5!# distribu-
tion in Fig. 5.

In these figures several points should be noted:
~1! Both in the action and energy a flux tube structure clea
emerges asR increases.
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~2! The action density is that given in Eq.~2.4! and is posi-
tive. However, for historical reasons, it is the ‘‘negative’’ o
the energy density that is plotted throughout this paper
((SE1UB) in the notation of Eqs.~2.5! and ~4.5!.
~3! At any given point, the magnitude of the energy field is
factor of about 4 less than that for the action.
~4! The attractive potential between two quarks is resp
sible for the contours about a given quark being deformed
is seen that these contours are more spread out in the d
tion of the second quark.
It should be added that all of these features are well kno
and can be found in Refs.@2,11,13#. The reason for repeating
them here is to enable a comparison to be made with the
quark case to be discussed next.

B. Four quarks—before subtraction

To illuminate details we cut various two-dimension
slices through the four-quark color field distributions. Let
first concentrate on the four-quark flux-distributions befo
any two-body contributions are subtracted from them. In F
6 this is carried out for four quarks in the plane on whi
4-14
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7 but for the energy.
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they lie at the corners of a square. In Fig. 7 we look at
plane perpendicular to the one on which the quarks lie
passing through the center of the square and also throug
mid-points of opposite sides of the square. In Fig. 8 the pl
is also perpendicular to the quark plane, but now pas
through the center of the square and also through two qu
at the ends of one of the diagonals of the square. Figure
10, 11 show the same slices but for the energy distribu
@as in Eq. ~4.5!#. The R58 data are taken in these thre
figures atT52 because of a lack of signal atT53.

Several points should be noted in these figures:
~1! In Figs. 6 and 9 the self-actions and self-energies in
neighborhoods of the four quarks clearly stand out, with
values at the actual positions of the quarks being given
Table IX, where they are compared with the correspond
two quark cases.
~2! As expected, most of the action and energy are conta
in the area defined by the positions of the four quarks. T
effect seems more pronounced as the sizes of the squ
increase.
~3! In Figs. 7 and 10 the flux tube profiles are seen to
distorted from that of two two-quark flux tubes. Furthermo
the distortion is such that the contours between the sides
more spread out than those outside the square. As menti
in Sec. V A a similar effect occurs with two quarks. This is
consequence of the additional attraction that arises when
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two-quark flux tubes are brought together. As seen in Fig
this attraction becomes very weak forR>8, since then the
flux tubes are essentially those of two independent fl
tubes; i.e., rotational invariance about their axes has b
restored.
~4! Figures 8 and 11 show the self-actions and self-ener
at the end of the diagonals—the features are similar to th
already seen in Figs. 7 and 10.

C. Four quarks—after subtraction

For a square of sideR the total four-quark energie
@E(4)# corresponding to Figs. 9–11 can be viewed as a co
bination of two terms:
~1! The energyE(AB) of two independent two-quark flux
tubes of lengthR. This is simply 0.5@E(A)1E(B)#—due to
the symmetry between the two partitionsA andB depicted in
Fig. 3.
~2! The energy@B(4)# binding the two two-quark system
i.e. E(4)5E(AB)1B(4). In practiceB(4) is only a few
percent ofE(AB) as seen in Table X.
Since energies are related to the profiles through Eq.~4.5!, it
is, therefore, natural to also view the flux tube energy pro
F(4) in Figs. 9–11 as being a combination of two term
F(AB)1FB(4), where F(AB)50.5@F(A)1F(B)# is the
average of the energy profiles for statesA andB in Fig. 3. In
4-15
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 8 but for the energy.
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other words, after subtracting the energy component of
two-body flux distributionsF(AB) of the two-body pairings,
we get the distributionFB(4), which can be considered a
corresponding to the binding energy of the four quarks. T
hope is that the form ofFB(4) will serve as a guide when
constructing the type of model to be discussed in Sec. VI
model that only depends on the quark degrees of freed
For the action there is no clear meaning to this subtract
and so the action plots in this subsection are of an exp
atory nature and will be compared to the energy plots to
what similarities exist.

TABLE IX. Self-energy peaks measured for two and fo
quarks atT52. ‘‘Energy’’ refers to the combination in Eq.~4.5!.
The values are in lattice units.

R52 4 6 8

4q action 0.0659~1! 0.0637~2! 0.0634~4! 0.0638~6!

energy 20.0708(2) 20.0680(4) 20.0677(6) 20.0684(9)
2q action 0.0652~1! 0.0639~1! 0.0635~1! 0.0634~2!

energy 20.0718(1) 20.0684(2) 20.0679(2) 20.0680(3)
01450
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e

a
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e

Analogously to the unsubtracted case, Figs. 12–14 sh
the action densities for the three slices, while the ene
densities are plotted in Figs. 15–17. Being guided by
sum rules in Table VI, the energy densities are taken aT
52 for R54,6,8 and atT53 for R52.

As expected, there is again a large cancellation betw
F(AB) and F(4). However, as seen from Table IX, th
dominant feature in bothF(4) and F(AB)—the self-
energies—are equal to within less than 1%. For theR52
case the agreement in the table is worse, as the four-q
binding signal extends in this small system to the qu
positions—as seen in Figs. 15–17. Therefore, the resid
profile FB(4) is expected to have a realistic signal not dom

TABLE X. Comparison of four-quark total and binding ene
gies.

R52 4 6 8

E(4) 1.069~1! 1.511~1! 1.861~4! 2.242~3!

E(AB) 1.127~1! 1.566~1! 1.891~2! 2.259~3!

B(4) 20.058(1) 20.055(3) 20.030(1) 20.017(1)
4-16
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 6 but after subtracting two-body tubes along the sides.
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nated by self-energy cancellation errors. This is seen in
15, where there is no particular structure at the positions
the four quarks. Elsewhere,F(4) andF(AB) cancel to leave
uFB(4)u'uF(AB)u/10 over the area defined by the fo
quarks. In spite of this delicate cancellation,FB(4) is seen
to be everywherepositivefor all the R’s considered. There
fore, as a result of our sign convention,FB(4) represents a
negative energy density—as expected for a bound state

It is of interest to see in detail the contributions toFB(4)
from the five termsF(4) and F(AB)50.5@F(12)1F(34)
1F(13)1F(24)#. These are given in Table XI for thre
different points in the plane of the quarks. Here it is seen t
at point ~b!—in the middle of the line connecting quarks
and 2—the cancellation is a complicated procedure with
resulting attraction arising from the combined effect of fl
tubes~12!, ~13! and ~24!. The effect from~12! alone is not
enough to overcome the signal in the four-quark distributi

In Figs. 15–17,FB(4) has a roughly spherical shape f
R52, with the shape getting more elongated when view
from the side of the quark plane as in Fig. 16. ForR54 we
observe a clear region of binding in between the quarks
01450
g.
of

at

e

.

d

In

Fig. 15~b! it has the shape of a regular octagon bounded
the quarks, which extends outside the quark square in
tween two nearest neighbor quarks. In the latter region
can see maxima~with errors of 2–20 %! that resemble the
two-body flux-tubes. This is understandable as in the fo
quark distributions before subtraction we observed that
fields were pulled towards the center point, leaving a sma
contribution in the middle of the sides of the square. The
fore, when the two-body distributions are subtracted we
left with larger positive~binding in our sign convention! con-
tributions at these points. The region inside the quark squ
has a constant density and thickness, except when vie
diagonally in Fig. 17~b!, where the maxima at the sides d
not contribute. A qualitatively similar situation is observe
for R56, with more of a contribution in the maxima at th
sides and less in between them. An area of constant thick
in between the sides of the square can still be observe
Fig. 16~c!. The drop in action density right at the cent
observed in Figs. 15~c!, 16~c! can be at least partly attribute
to the poor performance of our variational basis for thisR
value at the center point as discussed in Sec. II B. Wit
4-17
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 7 but after subtraction.
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better basis we would expect the hole in the center of F
16~c! to disappear and Fig. 15~c! to have more of a contri-
bution in the place of the valley in the center.

The exploratory plots for the action in Figs. 12–14 sho
a more complicated structure than the corresponding o
for the energy. ForR54,6 there is an area of negativ
~‘‘binding’’ ! density around the center, where the distrib
tion has a positive sign. Positive contributions are also fou
outside the corners of the square. ForR56 the negative area
is broken into four separate pieces. These complicated ac
distributions are in sharp contrast to the simple connec
regularity of the binding distributions in the energy cas
This fits in with the clear physical interpretation of the e
ergy distributions in this subtracted case, unlike the ones
the action.

D. First excited state

The first excited state of four quarks is not bound, and
wave function is close to (uA&2uB&)/&, both when two or
three basis states are considered.
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The energy distribution of this state is presented in Fig.
for R52,4. These are taken atT53,2 respectively, being
again guided by Tables IV and VI. Very little differenc
compared with the ground state pictures in Fig. 9 can
seen. However, after the ground-state two-body flux tu
are subtracted, a very different picture emerges—as see
Figs. 19–21. The large negative contributions~due to our
sign convention! in these three figures are evidence of t
unbound nature of the state. Comparison of Fig. 19 and
15 shows clearly the different symmetry in this case; for
ground state a roughly spherical distribution is found w
concentrated areas at the sides of the square, whereas fo
excited state the distribution is concentrated in the corner
the square near the quarks and decreased at the middle o
sides, showing a cloverleaf-shaped structure. ForR54 the
negative distribution is concentrated in the center with re
nants outside the sides of the square, with a positive ‘‘c
verleaf’’ in between these regions, indicating a node in
wave function of the excited state. In Figs. 20 and 21
distribution can be seen to have a larger extent outside
quark plane than the ground state.
4-18
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 8 but after subtraction.
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E. Chromomagnetic fields

As discussed in Sec. II A, we measure separately the
tial components of chromoelectric and chromomagne
fields. However, full information on thedirection of these
fields is not available, as the measured quantities corresp
to the squares of the components. Therefore the picture
this section have been created by inserting the signs of
components by hand.

In Fig. 22 for two quarks the magnetic field in the pla
perpendicular to the interquark axis and in the middle of
quarks is shown. The signs have been chosen so tha
magnetic field rotates around a flux-tube. In Fig. 23 the m
netic field is shown for the four-quark case in the plane p
pendicular to the quark plane and cutting through the mid
as in Fig. 7. Comparison between Figs. 22 and 23 shows
the two-quark fields get distorted in the four-quark case—
effect already seen in earlier figures. The field in the mid
of the four quarks can be seen to have a direction m
perpendicular to the quark plane in theR58 case than for
R54.
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VI. OVERLAP OF FLUXES AND A MODEL
FOR THE ENERGIES

This paper is an extension of earlier work, in which on
four-quarkenergieswere discussed@4,5#. The motivation for
those studies was to make a bridge between few-quark~2–3
quarks! and the multi-quark systems encountered in mos
particle and nuclear physics e.g. the nucleon-nucleon in
action. In the multi-quark case any model capable, in
foreseeable future, of being evaluated numerically sho
only involve the quark degrees of freedom explicitly. Th
gluon degrees of freedom are then simulated by two-
multi-quark potentials—an approach that has proved s
cessful in other multi-particle systems. Such a poten
model is described in Refs.@4,5,17#. A simple version of the
binding energy model in Ref.@17# using only two basis state
~A,B! reproduces well the observed ground and excited s
binding energies of four quarks at the corners of a squ
Therefore it is interesting to see how the observed flux d
tributions corresponding to the binding energy relate to
model.
4-19
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 12 but for the energy—calledFB(4) in the text.
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The two-state version of the model gives the energies
eigenvaluesE(4) of

@V2E~4!N#50, ~6.1!

where

N5S 1 2 f /N

2 f /N 1 D and

V5S v131v24
f

N
VAB

f

N
VBA v141v23

D , ~6.2!

and v i j are the static two-body potentials between quarki
and j . The matrix elementVAB (5VBA) comes from the
perturbative expression
01450
s
Vi j 52

1

N221
T i•T jv i j

52~v131v241v141v232v122v34!, ~6.3!

where for a color singlet state@ i j #0 the normalization is cho-
sen to give^@ i j #0uVi j u@ i j #0&5v i j . The four-quark binding
energiesB(4) are obtained by subtracting the internal ener
of the basis state with the lowest energy, e.g.

B~4!5E~4!2~v131v24!.

In our case we take them from Table X.
In the limiting case off 51 this model reduces to on

only involving two-quark potentials and suffers from the a
pearance of van der Waals forces—leading to an overbind
compared with the lattice energies. Therefore, the centra
ement in this model is the phenomenological factorf appear-
ing in the overlap of the basis states^AuB&52 f /N for
SU(Nc). This factor is a function of the spatial coordinat
of all four quarks, making the off-diagonal elements ofV in
Eq. ~6.2! four-body potentials. It attempts to take into ac
4-20
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 13 but for the energy.
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count the decrease of overlap from the weak coupling lim
where ^AuB&521/N, to the strong coupling limit, where
^AuB&50. Perturbation theory toO(a2) also produces the
two-state model of Eqs.~6.1!–~6.3! with f 51 @18#. A work-
ing parametrization forf is

f 5e2kAbSA2kPAbSP. ~6.4!

HerebS is the string tension andkA ,kP parameters multiply-
ing, respectively, the minimal area and its perimeter boun
by the four quarks. In a fit to energies of square and til
rectangle geometries atb52.4 in Ref.@5# the values of these
parameters werekA50.38(4), kP50.087(10). In a con-
tinuum extrapolation thekA increased to a value close to
andkP approached zero. Also in Ref.@7# a fit to many addi-
tional geometries, but withkP fixed at zero, yieldedkA
50.57(1).

With this model, the ground state energy for a squ
geometry is

B~4!5
f

11 f /2
~vs2vd!, ~6.5!

giving
01450
t,

d
d

e

f 5
B~4!

vs2vd
S 12

1

2

B~4!

vs2vd
D 21

. ~6.6!

Here vs ,vd are the two-body potentialsv i j between quarks
on one side and in the opposite corners of the square, res
tively. This leads to the values off shown in Table XII. The
expression in Eq.~6.5! can now be rewritten in terms of th
sums over the corresponding field distributions(F in Eq.
~4.5! as

( FB~4!5
f

11 f /2 (
1

2
@F~AB!2F~C!#. ~6.7!

Of course, if the sum rules were satisfied exactly, then
equation would add nothing new to our knowledge off .
However, as seen in Table VI the errors in some of the su
can be quite large. Therefore, if Eq.~6.7! is used to extractf
values, the resultant numbers are found to be only mean
ful for the R52 case—as seen in Table XII.

Our original hope when embarking on this aspect of
study was that a comparison could be made between
integrandsin Eq. ~6.7!, in order to say more about the form
of f . However, this has had only limited success. The o
come is summarized in Figs. 24 and 25. Figure 24 shows
4-21
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 14 but for the energy.
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microscopic distribution ofFB(4) andF(AB)2F(C), mea-
sured at the center point in between the four quarks
moving away~a! along the quark plane through the flux tub
in between two quarks or~b! up in the direction normal to
the plane of the quarks. Figure 25 shows the ra
2FB(4) / @F(AB)2F(C)# on these same axes; the rat
2FB(4) / @F(AB)2F(C)# / $12FB(4) / @F(AB)2F(C)#%
which is analogous to Eq.~6.6!, but involves the integrand
instead of the integrals in Eq.~6.7!, has similar profiles~not
shown!.

In Figs. 24~a!, 24~b! it is seen that the 0.5@F(AB)
2F(C)# profile drops away more rapidly than that fo
01450
d

o

FB(4). Therefore, if2 f /(110.5f ) is interpreted as a form
factor acting on the basic two-body profiles, it should n
have a spatial extent larger than the profile it is modifyin
This interpretation should become clearer for the larger v
ues ofR, where lattice artifacts play less of a role. Lookin
at R54,6 it is seen that 0.5@F(AB)2F(C)#, in fact, drops
by almost an order of magnitude on reaching the side of
square. Therefore the ‘‘extent’’ of 0.5@F(AB)2F(C)# is
less thanR3R—being more like (R21)3(R21). This
suggests that the ‘‘extent’’ of2 f /(110.5f ) and, likewise,f
should have the same limit. Consequently, whenf is param-
etrized as in Eq.~6.4!, it could be more realistic to use, i
TABLE XI. The contributions toFB(4) at three points in the plane of the square with sideR54 ~here theT52 data is used!. The
positions are~a! the center of the square,~b! the middle of~12!, ~c! at quark 1.

Position F(4) 0.5F(12) 0.5F(34) 0.5F(13) 0.5F(24) FB(4)

~a! 20.00262(4) 20.00076(1) 20.00076(1) 20.00076(1) 20.00076(1) 0.00043~3!

~b! 20.00834(3) 20.00778(3) 20.00002(1) 20.00076(1) 20.00076(1) 0.00098~2!

~c! 20.06797(34) 20.03420(8) 20.00002(1) 20.03420(8) 20.00002(1) 0.00047~26!
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FIG. 18. As in Fig. 9 but for the first excited state andR52,4.

FIG. 19. As in Fig. 15 but for the first excited state.

FIG. 20. As in Fig. 16 but for the first excited state.
014504-23
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FIG. 21. As in Fig. 17 but for the first excited state.

FIG. 22. Magnetic field in the transverse plane in the middle of two quarks at separation~a! R54 and~b! R58.

FIG. 23. Magnetic field in the transverse plane in the middle of four quarks at separation~a! R54 and~b! R58.
014504-24
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FIG. 24. FB(4) and 0.5@F(AB)2F(C)# away from the center point~a! on the quark plane forR52,4,6 and~b! moving up from the
quark plane. TheR52 data are taken atT53 and theR54,6 data atT52.

FIG. 25. The ratio 2FB(4)/@F(AB)2F(C)# on the same axis as in Fig. 24.

TABLE XII. The value of f from energies and energy sums.

R Type T52 T53 T54

2 Energy 0.7393~26! 0.7586~33! 0.7635~39!

Sum 1 0.69~12! 0.63~16! 0.56~21!

Sum 2 0.70~13! 0.59~17! 0.55~25!

4 Energy 0.4760~23! 0.4688~36! 0.4655~56!

Sum 1 0.9~2.7!
Sum 2 0.9~3.9! 0.39~33!

6 Energy 0.1504~61! 0.1931~81! 0.190~24!

Sum 1 0.42~81!

8 Energy 0.0373~22! 0.0541~91! 0.048~48!
014504-25
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place of the areaA5R2 contained by the four quarks, a
effective area that is somewhat less. This interpretation fit
with the value ofkA,1 in Eq. ~6.4! obtained in Ref.@5#. In
the continuum limit, however,kA was there found to ap
proach 1.

An alternative view that is more in line with the interpr
tation that f is a form factor is to rewrite Eq.~6.4! as f
5exp(2A/Aeffective), whereAeffective5(kAbS)21. Here the pe-
rimeter term has been forgotten. For the case of squar
sensible definition of ‘‘range’’ is thenReffective5AAeffective.
As stated after Eq.~6.4!, in Ref. @7# for the two basis state
model the value ofkA is 0.57~1!, giving Reffective55.0.

However, the main weakness in the above compariso
integrands is that, although the two basis state model~A,B in
Fig. 3! is able to give a good fit to much of the four-qua
data in Ref.@4#, it is unable to explain other data—in pa
ticular that of four quarks at the corners of a regular tetra
dron. In Refs.@6,7# it is shown that a more successful mod
utilizes six basis states:A,B,C in Fig. 1 andA* ,B* ,C*
where each quark pair is now in an excited gluonic state.
this model theA* ,B* ,C* contribution begins to dominate a
the interquark distances increase. For example, withb52.4
the A,B,C component contributes only 40%~10%! to the
binding energy of four quarks at the corners of a square w
sidesR54(6). Another feature of this extended version
that kA in Eq. ~6.4! becomes 1.51~8!, giving Reffective53.1.
This implies that the longer range in the two basis st
model is merely simulating the effect ofA* ,B* ,C* and
that, when these three states are treated explicitly,
basic interaction containingf is of shorter range. But it is
beyond the scope of the present study to pursue this furt
since it requires ingredients that are not available fr
the present calculation—in particular for two quarks the p
files of fields where the glue is in an excited state withEu
symmetry.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured the full flux distributions of tw
quarks and four quarks at the corners of a square in quen
SU~2! lattice gauge theory withb52.4 on a 203332 lattice.
Multihit variance reduction was used to improve the sig
on temporal links and switched off at the quark lines
proper measurement of self-energies. The effect from
multihit was helpful, but not as dramatic as expected. Us
values of generalizedb-functions from Ref.@2# we were
able to use lattice sum rules, giving either the obser
energy or zero, to see where the measurements were
pected to be most accurate. This strategy was particul
useful after self-energies were removed by subtracting
distributions, and enabled us to choose the best dat
analyze.

The four-quark distributions in Figs. 6–11 show how t
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interaction pulls the distribution to the middle of the quark
This effect decreases when the quarks move farther apa

The distributions corresponding to the binding energies
the quarks, obtained by subtracting the distributions of
lowest-lying two-quark pairings from the four quark one, a
shown in Figs. 15–17. They can be seen to form a ‘‘cu
ion’’ of approximately constant density and height in b
tween the quarks with tubes of larger density in betwe
nearest neighbor quarks.

For the first excited state of the four quarks we observe
after subtraction—an energy field structure that is mu
more complicated~Fig. 19! than that for the ground stat
~Fig. 15!. This presumably arises because the statesA andB
are basically combined asA1B in the ground state and
A2B in the excited state, the latter leading naturally
cancellations. As a general statement it is seen that
energy profiles in Figs. 15–21 show an increasing amo
of fine detail—all of which is ‘‘real’’ in the sense of being
larger than the statistical errors. These data are a
challenge for any model that claims to simulate the origi
gauge field theory. Unfortunately, at present, such theo
are in their infancy. For example, the dual model of R
@19# has had some success in describing—for two quark
the energy profile for the gluon field in its groun
state. However, so far it has been unable to say anyth
about four quarks or excited gluon fields in the two-qua
case.

Our original hope was that these residual fields wo
give some guidance when constructing models that are
plicitly dependent only on the quark positions. In the case
the model presented in Sec. VI the main conclusion was
the model was seen to be qualitatively consistent with
data. The data were unable to say anything about the ac
form of the multi-quark interaction termf in Eq. ~6.4! be-
sides the fact that it should be contained inside the are
the four quarks—suggesting an effective interaction a
somewhat smaller than the fullR2 area of the square. Such
smaller area is consistent with our earlier fit results. Ho
ever, only when the six basis state model has replaced
two basis state analysis of Sec. VI can more definite st
ments be made.

Apart from this paper, we are not aware of any theoreti
attempts to understand the four-quark flux distributio
Hopefully the data presented here will be useful for su
attempts.
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